FINAL THOUGHTS

Know it, believe it, like it or not, we're all on an inexorable quest for a solution to the same problem! A problem that has - for years - been the cohesive that renders us hopelessly inseparable! “How can we all have everything we need or, at least, have enough to not need more?”

You see, WE are so busy screaming OUR differences (Remember me, myself and I?) that NONE of us can hear the PROBLEM - as it "screams" its OWN solution! "HELLO! YOO-HOO! OVER HERE! I HAVE THE ANSWER! PEOPLE - HELPING - PEOPLE!"

And, you've just learned how a MULTIBILLION DOLLAR, GLOBAL and RECESSION-PROOF INDUSTRY that THRIVES on the CONCEPT of people-helping-people could EASILY BE the “ANSWER” to which the PROBLEM refers!

And, NOW, you have a 100% Free Marketing System that - when APPLIED to that industry - can Motivate and Reward MILLIONS of people to SELFLESSLY HELP EACH OTHER SUCCEED! So, AGAIN! This IS NOT a “What's In It For Me” endeavor! In this industry, SELFLESSNESS is how we PROSPER!

TELL ME! Do you think there would currently be so much HOMELESSNESS, UNEMPLOYMENT, WELFARE, HUNGER or ANY form of POVERTY if more of us knew how to GET PAID TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT?

Listen! To have what we need IS the ONE BASIC HUMAN DESIRE upon which the solution to poverty (PEOPLE - HELPING - PEOPLE) sits and waits IMPATIENTLY and in OPEN view for ALL of us to SEE that it is OUR duty - NOT that of the GOVERNMENT - to PROACTIVELY bring about CHANGE!

Therefore, if as a society - a FAMILY of struggling siblings - we REALLY want to rise ABOVE our circumstances, we MUST invest in OURSELVES and EACH OTHER like NO ONE - not even our government - has EVER invested in us before!

Operation Overflow was DESIGNED to help us USE a People-Helping-People Industry to HELP the NEEDY (if only in our local communities) overcome their struggles and, ULTIMATELY, help enhance the quality of MILLIONS of lives – including our own - FOREVER!

I'll tell you what! The day we begin to THINK FREELY and FORWARD as individuals will be the day we begin to MOVE FREELY and FORWARD as a society! The REAL question is, "ARE YOU REALLY READY TO MOVE FORWARD"?

Again, my name is William Vigus. I'd like to thank you for stopping by to see what Operation Overflow is all about. I wish you a VERY PROSPEROUS day and may GOD continue to bless you - ABUNDANTLY!
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